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LAWRENCE
BERZON
By Christina Saylor

Somewhere in the realm of suburbia,
circus animals, mythical creatures and
extinct species perform circus acts in
three stacked columns upon a neatlymanicured lawn in front of a
homogenous family home. A very
ordinary squirrel sits on the sidewalk
watching the curious display unfold.
It is a moment of extraordinary
circumstances occurring within a
pedestrian setting and
it is one of many such
moments created by
Lawrence
Berzon.
This particular episode
evolves in Myth of
Performance,
a
fantastical painting in
dramatic colors on a
canvas
with
disintegrating
edges
that
leave
the
boundaries
between
viewer and painting
fissured, a ploy which
allows the layered
reality to seep into the
viewer’s world.
Berzon’s
work
is
narrative art which
utilizes
multiple
realities
and
the
resulting
possible
transmutations
to
convey social commentary.
This
theme takes several forms. In some
cases, the spectator is
lured into a world
inhabited by characters
captured in moments of
inner conflict or impending change.
As Berzon describes these characters,
they have become the protagonists
from one state to another. Their world
is littered with talismans of their
consciousness, and through this
commingling of realities, their
predicament is communicated.
The idea of people becoming what
they do for a living through day-to-day

repetition of their jobs is one type of
entrapment that Berzon revisits in
several pieces. Elements of the objects
involved in the execution of
employment-related tasks take on a life
of their own and manifest in the
character’s appearance.
In a
monochrome relief entitled Alligator
Man, a wrangler transforms into his
prey. A full moon shines through the
trees in the background shedding light
on both his predicament and his face
which has begun to grow scales. He
paddles a boat filled with rope-bound
reptiles through a drab world almost

tries on an ear admiring her new look
in a hand-held mirror. The psychology
of consumerism is further integrated in
works like The Trophy Store. Where
patrons can purchase accomplishments
in the form of trophies like cash-andcarry dreams.
In a single canvas painting there is
only one image to communicate a
moving story.
In explorations of
achieving motion in art, Berzon has
created multi-framed works to render
the passing of time. In Path of Least
Resistance, a tiny,
c=sculpted
proletarian
figure
creeps through two
panels forming a
subterranean channel.
As the figure crawls,
an effect successfully
achieved
through
repetition, tentacular
roots impede his path,
feeding off his shortsighted choice and
quickening the plants
above.
This piece
achieves a kinetic
chronology, a concept
that Berzon continues
to probe through
long, thin animated
panels that chronicle
time in stop-action
moments.

Berzon
interlaces
realities
and
investigates parallel
completely colored in alligator green.
worlds in a dramatic and vibrant
manner. As the characters he creates
In many of Berzon’s paintings,
navigate
the
ensuing
peculiar
microcosms,
parables
The Ear Salesman, oil on panel, 11 x 14 inches
unfurl belying souls
caught in self-made
elements of the unreal and real
entanglements of lost identities or
intertwine to create dreamlike events
narrow goals. Whether it is ideas
in conventional circumstances. In The
about the intertwining of realities, the
Ear Salesman, a door-to-door salesman
transformation of the characters, or the
displays a briefcase full of his
passing of time that are delved into,
merchandise over a living room coffee
the work of Berzon invited the witness
table to eager consumers sitting on a
into a realm where anything is
sofa. The merchant will sell anything,
possible.
and in this case his product is human
ears. With a taste for frivolities, the
customers will buy anything, even
unnecessary adornments. A woman

